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The coefficients of the [pk]-series for the Brown-Peterson homology lie in products of prime 
invariant ideals of BP *. The product of ideals containing the Zs-dimensional coefficient depends 
on k and on the p-adic expansion of s + 1. 
1. Introduction 
Let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated with the prime p and let 
F(x, y) be the corresponding formal group law. The [n]-series is inductively defined 
by [~]x=x=F(x,O) and [~]x=F(x, [IZ- 11x). Then [#]x= Cr=Oak,iX’+‘, ak,iEBPzi 
is the [pk]-series which gives us the defining relation in the Brown-Peterson 
cohomology (and dually in homology) of the Lens spaces L(pk) and of the corre- 
sponding classifying spaces BZ/pk. This series is very complicated and interesting; 
it seems (as is typical in this area) to carry a lot more geometric information than 
currently explainable. Here we obtain some information on the ak,j’s which is a 
generalization of Johnson’s treatment [2] of the coefficients of the [PI-series. Indeed 
this note owes its existence to [2]. The approach, proof and notation are essentially 
those of [2]. 
First we need some standard notation: BP * = &[ut, u2, .. . ] is the coefficient 
ring of BP with polynomial generators u,? in degree 2p” - 2. One has prime ideals 
in BP.: 
Z,=(O)CI,=(p)C ..* cZn=(p,o,,02,...,u,_1)~ a** CZ,= u I,. 
n 
I,” is BP * and 1, is the r-fold product of I,, with itself. It is easy to see that the 
degrees of all the elements of BP * are multiples of 2(p - 1) (sparseness). So a,_ = 0 
ifs is not a multiple of p- 1. We may assume from now on that s=O mod (p- 1). 
Our main result is: 
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Proposition 1.1. Let [pk]x= Cy=, Uk,iXi+’ be the [pk]-series for Brown-Peterson 
homology. Let s + 1 have p-adic expansion s + 1 = et + e2p + e,p2 + ... t e,p’- I, 
OreiCp. Let f be such that (p- l)f+ 1 =e,+e,+ ... fe,. Then ak,sEZ~lZ~‘.. 
zkeqjc t CO* 
Remark 1.2. The assumption s=O 
one gets Proposition 1,l of [2]. 
Special cases of Proposition 1.1 
computations. One has: 
mod (p - 1) shows that f is an integer. If k = 1 
combined with sparseness give useful tools for 
Corollary 1.3. Zf ak,,f 0 mod Z,” then there is a rE N U (0) such that s = (rp” + 
P n-‘+Pn-2+ *.. +p+ I)(p- 1). 
Proof. Ifs+ 1 +O mod (p”), there is a j< n, such that ej#O in the p-adic expansion 
of s+ 1. Hence by Proposition 1.1, 
Therefore ak,,@ Z,” implies that s = up” - 1 for some a E N. This combined with 
s=I(p- l), ZEINU{O} gives s=(rp”+p”-‘+...+p+l)(p-1) where r= 
(a-l)/(p-1) is in NU{O} since (p”,p-l)=l. Cl 
If k = 1, the above corollary can be proved by using the fact that mod I,,, the [p]- 
series is a power series in xp”. However, if k> 1, the corresponding method 
requires an in-depth study of the coefficients of [pk]x. 
Remark 1.4. On several occasions below we shall need the following observation. 
If Z,ijENU{O},j=l,...,n then Z~lZ~...Z~nZ~‘i2+““in”=Z~1Z~...Z~Z~. This fol- 
lows immediately from the fact that the In’s are prime ideals. 
Definition 1.5. We define a number that depends on the p-adic expansion of s+ 1 
and on k as follows: gk = k(e, + e2 + ... + et) f f. 
Corollary 1.6. Module I?+‘, ak,s”O unless s + 1 is a power of p. 
Proof. If s-t 1 is not a power of p, then fr 1, hence el + e2 + ... + et =f(p- 1) + 
1 rp. Therefore gk = k(e, + e2 + ... + et) +fz kp + 1. By Proposition 1.1 and 
Remark 1.4 we have 
If k= 1 one has Corollary 1.3 of [2]. 
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Remark 1.7. (a) We would like to emphasize at this point that the ‘natural’ guess 
that ak,s should be in IkelIp --.IFIzf is wrong. Since by assuming this, Remark 
1.4 would imply that ai ,e Ikcp+ I). 
This is not the case as oie can easily see from [41x=4x-6ulx2+24u~x3 + ... 
since 24 f 0 mod 24. The u;‘s used here were the Hazewinkel generators for BP * [I]. 
(b) Although Proposition 1.1 gives us quite a bit of general information on the 
coefficients ak,$, the situation in reality iS far more COIIIpleX. One can easily see that 
Proposition 1.1 becomes gradually less satisfactory as k gets larger. For example 
from 
and 
[81x= 8x- 280,x* + 224~:~~ - (2044~~ + 32060:)~~ 
+ (45024u, u2 + 46256~;)~~ + ... 
[161x= 16x- 12Ouix*+ 1920$x3 - (3276Ou,+ 543000;)~~ 
+ (1507200ulu2 + 15907200~)~~ + .a. 
one has: 
a3,0eI: Cl: a3,,~Z~Z3+I,Z~~I~ 
a3,, c IfZ2 C 123 a3,4EI:1213fIP124~I:1331, 
a3,2EI:IiCI:121ca 
and 
a4,0eIfCIf a,,, eZ:13 + IfI; C I: 
a,, I E 1:12 C 124 a4,4 E I:12Z3 + IfI, C IfI$Z,. 
a4,2EZ:I~CIfIz”Zw 
The right columns above were computed by Proposition 1.1. 
Proposition 1.1 is proved by induction on s. a k.0 =pk E If grounds the induction. 
Exactly as in [2] Remark 1.4 shows that Proposition 1.1 follows from two 
statements: 
ak,sEI~‘I~“.I:e,, (A) 
aSsEIz. (B) 
First we shall prove (A) and (B) for the case when s+ 1 is a power of p. We 
shall use some standard notation: K= (kc,, ki, k2, ,. .) is an exponent sequence, 
kj E tN U {0}, with finitely many non-zero terms. Let iYK= k. + kl + k2 + -.a, IK I= 
ko+2k,+3k2+ ... and C) be the multinomial coefficient a!/k,,!kl! -.. . 
If s+ 1 is a power of p, (A) and (B) follow from the following lemma (where s 
is not necessarily a power of p): 
Lemma 1.8. (a) ak,sEI,k ifs+ 1 <p”. 
(b) ak,pn- 1 =I? k-1u, mod Zt. 
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Proof. By induction on k. If k = 1, (a) and (b) are well known and easily proved 
((a) is valid for dimensional reasons and (b) can be proved from [p]x= 
CF I,Ouixp’ mod(p)). Let (a) and (b) be true for 1,2,...,k-1. Then for k?2 
( > 
i+ 1 
[pk]x= [pl([pk-‘lx)= c al,; c ak-l,JXj+’ * 
i>O j20 
Hence the Coefficient of x’+ ', ak,S iS 
j50 Ol,i C 
i+l ( > aEl, .zK=i+l,IK~=s+l K 
where nkK~l=akk”,,oakk’,,,a~_,,,.... Since lKl=s+ 1 we have k,=O if l>s, and 
k,s 1. 
Let s + 1 <p”. Since at least one exponent, say k,, (OS rss), is non-zero in the 
above sum, a;_ I ,elfl by induction (r+ 1 IS + 1 <p”). Hence a$_ 1 E I,“- ’ and 
since i+ 1 cs+ 1 <p” we have al,; E I,,. Therefore ak,, E Z,” as asserted. 
Let s+ 1 =pn. 
ko k, 
If i>O, then _XK22 which implies kPn_, =0 and a:_ 1 = 
kp”-2 
ak-l,0~k-l,l”‘ak-l,p”-2 n 
E12(k-1)cI,k since ak_l,jEln kplforj+l<p”andwehave 
at least two such factors. 
If on the other hand i = 0, then kPn_ 1 = 1 is the only non-zero exponent and we 
get (b) since by induction k_i,+i =pke2v, modI,k-‘. q 
From now on we shall assume that S+ 1 is not a power of p. 
Next we shall recall some well-known basic facts about the BP logarithm [3]: 
logx= C mixp’, where m, = 1, mi E H2cpg_ i)(BP; Q); (1) 
i>O 
log([pk]x) =pk log x; (2) 
p’mi E Z:+ 1 c BP,(,c 11, (3) 
2. Proof of statement (A) 
We begin by briefly restating the notation of [2]. If t E N U (O}, let the p-adic 
expansion of t+ 1 be t+ 1= C+i (t+ l),pjP1, 0s (t + l)j<p. By induction we 
assume 
ak,tE n zjkCt+“, O<t<s. (4) 
jzl 
If cj= (s + l)j and I= nj, 1 $!I, we need to prove 
ak,,EIk. 
Let q be such that pq?s+ 1. By (1) and (2), we have 
(5) 
igOp 
(q+ l)kmixP’ =pQk log([pk]x) 
= j$o Pkqak,jxj+’ 
P’ 
Xj+' . (6) 
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s+ 1 is not a power of p so the coefficient of x’+’ in (6) gives: 
pqkak,$+ C Pqkmi aF=O, (7) 
i>O 
c ; 
TV-.+ lKl=ril 0 
where a,f = aFoafl, aF2. a- . 
Let rn = U&Y +’ 1) 4 1, h = minimum{ u,(ki)} in the exponent sequence K= 
(&,ki,k2,.0.). Let dj= CtzO k,(t+ 1)j and let 12 1 be the least integer such that 
d[#O. Then we have from [2]: 
Remark 2.1 (Johnson [2]). One has C. Jzl djpj-‘= Cjzl ejpj-‘, hSUp(dj), l~l~m, 
which imply that for any r~h\l: xg=,dj>h+ CJ=,ej. 
Therefore we have: 
n 5”dJ = ,t, <!“I c I/” fl IJ!‘J = I$” c I;!% 
ir 1 ‘> j2l 
Lemma 2.2. With the above notation, pqkmi($)af E IzkIk. 
(8) 
Proof. It is well known that u,(g) + h 2 i, and since pimie BP* we get 
pqkmi Pi 0 K E(P qk-fp-h) = (p qk~h)=Ipk-h~z~k-h~I~k-hk, (9) 
(Of course q 2 i, i 2 h.) By our inductive hypothesis (4) we have 
therefore a:e IikZk by (8), which implies by (9) that pqkmi(g)aFEZzkZk. 0 
Finally, the following lemma applied for a= a& along with equation (7) and 
Lemma 2.2 implies statement (A). 
Lemma 2.3. Zf a E BP* and pqka E IzkIk, then a E Ik. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is covered by the proof of Lemma 2.2 of [2] with 
only the following modification: One needs to replace ej and q, respectively, by ejk 
and qk. 0 
3. Proof of statement (B) 
The proof is by induction on s. Let gk, t = k Cj (t + 1)j +ft+ 1, where f,, 1 is defined 
as f was, with t replacing s. Since gk,o - k and ak, o =pk E IL we may assume: 
ak,fEI$, t<s. (10) 
Let m have p-adic expansion m = Cj (m)jpj- ‘. Define Glp[m] = Cj (m)j. This 
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number theoretical function is related to gk of Definition 1.5 by 
gk(p - 1) = cz& + l](k(p - 1) + 1) - 1. If k = 1 this reduces to Johnson’s g,(p - 1) = 
p~l~[s+ l] - 1. clP[ ] satisfies some basic properties. 
Lemma 3.1 (Johnson [2]). Let p be a prime and m, n E N. Then 
(9 cr,[ml+cr,~~l~oc,[m+~l, 
60 cl,[m1~,b1 rqJm4, 
(iii) cl,[m] + (p - l)o,(m!) = m. 0 
Next we have the following lemma in the notation of equation (7): 
Lemma 3.2. Let K = (k,, kl, k2, . . . ) with.XK= C,k,=p’and (KI= C,k,(t+l)=s+l. 
Then ($)afEZg where gk(p-l)=a&+ l](k(p- l)+ l)- 1. 
Proof. The &t’s defined above satisfy (p - l)gk,, = ap[t + l](k(p - 1) + 1) - 1. If 
u=up(($))=up(pi!)- Cto,(k,!), then @)EZ&. We have by Lemma 3.1 
U+ c k,&,=u,(P’!)- c u,W)+ T p+ 
t 
aJf+ ~I(&- 11-t 1) 
f 
-7 hk,=‘z- 7 v,(k,!) 
1 
+c- 
f P-l 
q,#+ llC’O-- I)+ l)&,W,l +(P- lN,(k,!)) 
Pi -- 
P-1 
1 k(p-l)+l = -- +c 
P-1 t P-l 
cl,[t-t llol,W,l 
+ ; (@t+ ll(k(p-l)+ l)- l)o,,(k,!) 
1 I VP-I)+1 1 
P-l 
p_l u,[Tk,(t+l)] 
> I_k(p-l)+l 1 - 
P-1 P-1 
a&+ 1] =gk. 
The estimate above along with (10) implies (g)atE Zz as asserted. El 
Next we have by (3) that for any 1 E N such that 1 L i+ 1, 
pqkmi=pqk-ipimiEZ~k-iZ~+~ cl::, cZpk. 
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Therefore by the above lemma, each summand in (7) of the form ~~~rn;($)a~ is 
in ZqkZ$+. We conclude that pqka& 
rfow the proof of statement (B) 
E zpkzgk 
follow; from Lemma 3.3 below whose proof is 
essentially covered by [2]. 
Lemma 3.3. Zfae BP, andpqkaEZ,?kZz, then aeZ2. Cl 
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